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Master Riders and Trainers talk about their experience
with Attwood
"We have a custom blend of Attwood’s EuroTex™ in our arena at Frontier Farms and I do believe that it has made a real
difference in the soundness of our horses. It gives us the ability to get the horses in perfect form for the shows, week
after week, all season long. As you know, we believe in happy horses at the farm!
Having Attwood do the warm-up arena for Menlo has been a terrific improvement to the show. We really enjoy
competing here. I would highly reccomend Attwood Equestrian Surfaces for all your footing needs.”
~ Peter Lombardo, World-Class Master Trainer, Frontier Farms

“We are working hard to have a good run at the American Eventing Championships. I truly believe that Stable View's
excellent footing is helping us get there. I’m being very choosy about where we compete. I ran Waylon at another
facility last year before AECs.

The footing was so hard it made him lame. We almost didn't get to go to AECs! I won't make that mistake again. Footing
is so important. Thanks for your wonderful surfaces and your support of the sport!!”
~ Anne Wilson, 2017 Winner of the Attwood Equestrian Surfaces Amateur Master Rider Championship cooler

$4.4 Million Morven Park Renovating with Attwood
Footing Installation
Attwood Equestrian Surfaces was chosen to be the footing provider and consultant for the Morven Park
renovation. With our help, Morven was able to save money on site prep and permitting. Now Morven Park will be better
than ever, from polo to steeplechasing to therapeutic riding to THREE new arenas. First class all the way! #safety
#performance #innovation
"Morven Park receives about 250,000 visitors every year, many of whom are equestrians who come to compete.
Morven Park has 60 days of equestrian competitions throughout the year."

Starting in the 1980s, Morven Park hosted steeplechase races — a type of horse race that includes obstacles — in
addition to cross-country races. The steeplechases stopped in 2010 because of a slowing economy but the steeplechase
races will return in the fall of 2018, said Stephanie Kenyon, the Executive Director of Morven Park. Racetrack
renovations are currently underway.
When the renovations are done, the Equestrian Center will have two new arenas in the middle of the renovated race
courses. Existing arenas, which were built in the 1970s, will also be renovated. These will be large show arenas where
Kenyon hopes to attract more Olympic-level riders, which will also add to Loudoun’s economy.
“Almost every American Olympic rider has ridden here at some point in their careers,” Kenyon said. “So that really
makes us Loudoun County’s and Northern Virginia’s premier equestrian center. This is where they all come and have
come forever.”

You can read the entire article at - http://www.loudountribune.com/morven-park-equestrian-4-4-million-renovation/

Menlo Charity Horse Show
A masterclass in how to create an arena in a few days for hundreds of riders to use for the length of the Menlo Charity
Horse Show.

 It starts with a well thought out plan.



After prepping the site, the GGT matts are laid down on the polo field



Then the footing is delivered.

 Attwood creates a safe and reliable surface for hundreds of horse and riders to warm up on for the duration of
the show.

Attwood in Asia!
Attwood is bringing its state-of-the-art EuroTex footing to India
In line with our launch into international markets, we are delighted to announce that work has started to bring our
highly acclaimed EuroTex footing to the iconic Embassy International Riding School in Benguluru, India.

This marks our first major project in India, and it has been a tremendous learning experience for us. From Liaising with
Embassy riders and gathering feedback on what they wanted out of their new arena, to understanding the local
climate, each step has been extremely enriching for our engineers who have been on site this month. We have been
working closely with Director Silva Storai, the dynamic Italian equestrian who is a record-breaking two times Derby

winner and sole professional jockey in India, and she is excited to be on the verge of having an international standard
arena at the club.

We are confident of completing the entire project by the middle of next month, and would post more pictures of the
show jumping arena when it's ready for hosting international competitions.
Along with Embassy in India, we are embarking on other major projects in Asia (more on that in the subsequent months)
and this exhibits our commitment to this region. For enquiries and to know more about how we can help you acquire an
Attwood arena, please reach out to us. You can find out more about us at www.equestriansurfaces.com

Terra Nova
Our latest, and most innovative polymer-coated footing. Terra Nova is formulated from high quality silica sand and
fibres, and coated with a next generation viscoelastic polymer, giving unrivalled shock absorption, grip, and rebound.

Characteristics of Terra Nova
 Very economic and competitively priced
 No watering required
 Dust-free and Non-tacky
 Consistent riding characteristics
 Manufactured from premium raw materials
 Reduced concussion with viscoelastic rebound
 Freeze-resistant and stable over a wide temperature range

Focus on Terra Nova


Attwood's latest polymer-coated footing, TerraNova, truly is a next generation surface. In response to
feedback from our customers, we set out to develop a coated surface that offers the same class-leading riding
characteristics of our Pinnacle footing, but which has a completely non-stick feel. We achieved this and more,
developing an exceptional footing that is even more affordable than Pinnacle.



Coated surfaces rely on an adhesive coating to bind the sand grains and additives together. This is what helps
to give the surface cohesion and support. In the case of waxed surfaces, the wax coating does a reasonable job
of binding the components together, but they feel oily and often the sand sticks to just about anything that
comes into contact with it! Attwood's first coated footing, Pinnacle, largely eliminates this problem. TerraNova
goes to the next stage! Through ingenious design, TerraNova footing binds all the components together,
without feeling the slightest bit sticky.

Our Social Media Channels

Continue to engage with us on the social media platform of your choice, Instagram, Twitter,Facebook and Youtube. We
love to hear from you!
You can also contact us at info@equestriansurfaces.com, info@attwood.in andenquiries@aesurfaces.co.uk.
Download our previous newsletters from our archives.

Attwood Equestrian Surfaces provides
meticulously engineered surfaces that benefit
both the horse and the rider
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